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Tinnitus is a sensation of hearing a sound 
where this is no external source for that 
sound. In most cases it is a symptom 
generated by the brain spontaneous. 
Everyones tinnitus is different. Many people 
hear a ringing sound, for others whistling, 
buzzing or crackling but there are endless 
variations. The noise may be in one or both 
ears, in the head, or it may be difficult to 
pinpoint its exact location. The noise may be 
low, medium or high pitched. There may be 
a single noise or two or more components. 
The noise may be continuous or it may 
come and go.

Find us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/KingstonTinnitus/
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Kingston Hospital  
Tinnitus Support Group
Our Group offers a caring community of like-minded individuals 
who reassure and support one another. 

Our Group serves to provide comfort, reduce isolation and  
improve coping skills by:

•  Providing a warm, accessible and safe place for respectful 
sharing of experiences and coping strategies.

•  Providing opportunities for people to connect with each  
other in a calm and reassuring atmosphere.

•  Offering generalised advice in an open and empathetic, 
non-judgmental manner. This advice is not a substitute for 
medical advice.

•  Giving advice and recommendations to the hospital for the 
development of information leaflets relating to tinnitus,  
hearing loss and hyperacusis.

 
 
Group visitors 
learning how  
to get a better  
nights sleep
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The Group is open to people experiencing tinnitus directly, as 
well as to their partners and family members.

Group meetings are unstructured in nature so to allow attendees 
to lead the course of the meetings. Sometimes guest speakers 
are be invited. During the meetings people are encouraged to 
share experiences and feelings, actively participate, respect the 
need for confidentiality and give everyone a chance to talk.

For further information

Please contact the Group Secretary, Patricia Hunt, by email  
on patricia.hunt4@nhs.net, by phone on 020 8934 3861  
(voicemail), like us on Facebook (Kingston Hospital Tinnitus  
Support Group) or pop in and meet us at our next meeting.
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Testimonial 1

Testimonials

‘My tinnitus crept up on me slowly. It did not come  
with a trauma; a loud noise, or explosion nearby.
I had not damaged my ears listening to very loud  
music. There was ‘nothing to report’. Except one day  
I just noticed that the occasional bothersome loud 
whistle I had in my ears from time to time was never 
going away. This realisation came at a time when my 
work had been busy, and the final deadline for an 
important project was looming. It was a busy time; 
but that was hardly unusual in my life. 

It is fair to say that this realisation was traumatic. I was 
sure I had a brain tumour, or other serious illness. My 
mind played the worst tricks on me as I grappled to  
understand what was happening. 

Following a GP consultation, one hospital appointment 
and my hearing being tested, and some alternative 
treatment, including acupuncture, I still have Tinnitus. 
But, importantly, I am not frightened anymore.

I don’t know where it came from but somewhere deep 
inside me I knew I just had to accept the situation and 
learn to live with it. Not to fight it. Not to waste my  
energy wishing I did not have it.
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Discovering Kingston Hospital had a Tinnitus  
Support Group was fantastic. I went along to my 
first meeting and was very welcomed. I felt part of 
the group immediately and was touched to hear the 
stories and Tinnitus self-management strategies of 
everyone who spoke. It was simply a group of local 
residents from all walks of life united in their struggle 
with this ‘hidden disability’. But it is so much more. I 
have learnt such a lot about the condition, not least 
that compared with some I am    lucky. I value this 
evening once a month where I can share, and listen, 
and no longer feel I am the only one.’

But it was quite a lonely journey. My partner was very 
supportive. My friends sympathetic. Everyone was kind, 
but none of them really knew what was happening.

Group members  
enjoying an  
acupuncture  
taster session
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Testimonial 2
‘This little story began a few years ago. I’d had noises 
in my ears for a long time, but thought nothing could 
be done about it. That’s where I was wrong, all thanks 
to a high street hearing test which led to a referral to 
the hospital. And my tinnitus and I were on the way to 
getting some much needed help. 

We felt a huge sense of relief that this was actually  
being taken seriously, and that someone actually  
believed me when I explained what it was like living 
with these constant noises in my head. It was explained 
that there was no cure for tinnitus; that was a bit of a 
blow we thought - but that was when my tinnitus and 
I embarked upon our journey together to try and find 
ways of living with this unseen, often dismissed,  
condition. 

We have been in some dark, difficult places over the 
years; we have shared tears of frustration and despair; 
we have tried to make sense of the cacophony of  
orchestral sounds in the ears when the tinnitus has 
been winning the battle. Yet, there have been times 
when my tinnitus and I have worked together; when 
we have been able to live side-by-side without too much  
bother and when we have even shared the odd laugh 
or two. One thing we have come to realise over time, is 
that my tinnitus and I are becoming as one - we have no 
choice BUT to see this story through to the final chapter. 
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But we also know that we cannot do this by ourselves. 
We have been blessed by having the good fortune of 
being able to attend, when able, a local Support Group 
at the hospital. 

This has proved invaluable - we have been lucky enough 
to have learnt all sorts of ways to try and help manage 
the tinnitus’s intrusion on life. Speakers of all kinds have 
graced meetings with their willingness to share experi-
ences and therapies which could assist, and having peer 
support when times have been tough means the world. 

It is so vitally important, as my tinnitus and I know, to 
understand that one is not alone in suffering from this 
very intrusive and, at times yes, debilitating condition. 
Being aware, and making others aware, of tinnitus,  
has to be something that is focussed on as much as  
possible. Finally, my tinnitus and I know that we would 
not be able to manage to the degree that we do today, 
without ongoing support - in whatever way it is  
delivered. Myself, I am not always friends with my  
tinnitus, but somehow we muddle along. When I am 
angry with it, or upset, I write my thoughts down. 

This often helps me, why don’t you try it? You never 
know, you may surprise yourself - and your tinnitus, 
too!’
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Testimonial 3
‘I am a Civil Servant based in London and for a 68  
year old, I am in good health. In January 2016  
I experienced full blown tinnitus and wondered  
how to cope. I thought the Group and its activities  
(attended by a professional audiologist) was and is  
extremely helpful. It was very reassuring to meet  
people who had coped with a similar condition for 
years and had been able to get on with their lives.’
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Testimonial 4
‘I awoke on Christmas day to what I thought was some-
one drilling outside at 3am. Having woken my husband 
insisting he tell whoever it was to be quiet and seeing 
his puzzled expression, reality dawned. The noise was 
coming from inside me! I couldn’t lay in bed listen-
ing and worrying, so I got up and threw myself into 
Christmas. The following days and weeks were tough 
but I soon realised if it was too quiet or I wasn’t busy 
I noticed it more. So I always played music gently in 
the background and at night listened to a relaxation 
app on my mobile. Gradually the tinnitus became less 
and less noticeable. The best advice I received from the 
Group was ‘don’t worry or listen for it - the more you 
do the more you will notice it’. That’s true! On the odd 
occasions I think I may hear it now, I immediately force 
myself to think of something else. I don’t allow myself 
to think about it’.
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Kingston Hospital Tinnitus Support Group 
is listed under the Kingston Hospital  
Charity

Should you wish to make a donation please go to: 
http://campaign.justgiving.com/charity/kingston-hospital/tinnitus

Group members 
raising awareness 
at a local health 
promotion event
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Website: www.kingstonhospital.nhs.uk 

Like us on Facebook - 
Kingston Hospital 
Tinnitus Support Group
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